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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to comment the supplementary requirements imposed by the

Competent Authority to the operations of the main importing/delivering enterprise of unsealed
sources for approvals and administration since the establishment, in 1987, of the legal
framework on transport of radioactive materials. The paper summarizes the achieved results in
this field in over 11 years of operation.

1. Introduction
Cuba imports all the radioactive materials used in the country. Three enterprises,

specialized in contracting respectively sealed sources for gammatherapy (MEDICUBA), and for
industrial gammagraphy (ENERGOIMPORT) and unsealed sources for medicine and research
(ISOCOMER), import more than the 99% of the total activity used in the country and directly
take part in the transport of the imported radioactive material to the national users.

The Competent Authority has been paying special attention to the operations of these three
importing/delivering enterprises since the establishment, in 1987, of the legal framework on
transport of radioactive materials [1]. In this regard, it was established a consequent policy in
transport based on: the jointly participation of its inspectors and police forces in the transport of
the sources with the biggest activities, the participation of the user's radiation protection officer
as the one in charge of the transport of sources for industrial gammagraphy, and the establishment
of supplementary requirements to the operations of the main importing/delivering enterprise of
unsealed sources for approvals and administration. The present paper summarizes this policy in
the case of the main importing/delivering enterprise of unsealed sources and shows its results in
over 11 years of operation

2. Requirements to the operations of the main importing/delivering enterprise of
unsealed sources
The main importing/delivering enterprise of unsealed sources for medicine and research

carries out almost the 99% of the transport of Type A and excepted packages all over the country,
which represents near the 80-90% of the total amount of transported packages. In 1987, these
operations were carried out by the enterprise ENSUFARMA and in 1996 they were transferred to
ISOCOMER.

The establishment of requirements by the Competent Authority to the operations of the
main importing/delivering enterprise of unsealed sources for approvals and administration was
based in the followings premises:
• Unsealed sources packaging imported in the country are mainly packaging Type A and

excepted packages. In the international practice a non negligible level of cases of lost and
theft corresponds to these packages . These events always represent an important problem
because of the real possibility of a member of the public to access that package without
recognizing the basic trefoil symbol of radioactivity in the label.
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• The delivery of all the received packages is commonly carried out within the 48 hours after its
reception in the airport, which implies that the enterprise should have a site for in-transit
storage of the packages to be delivered.

• The enterprise might receive from the consignor not only package, but overpacks to be
opened during in-transit storage for delivering the packages they enclose.

• For different reasons, there are packages that the enterprise has to retain. The enterprise
should have a site for the interim storage of these packages. Before 1987, the use of
inappropriate sites implied complex radiological situations.

• Regulatory control of the delivery operations of unsealed sources facilitates the execution of
a more efficient control of imported materials and its use.

For granting the corresponding authorization to the operations carried out, in 1987 and in
accordance with the above mentioned premises, the Competent Authority imposed to
ENSUFARMA the following requirements:

Use of vehicles for the transport of consignments under exclusive use At the end of 1987, the
enterprise already had two vehicles equipped with an enclosure which, during routine conditions
of transport prevents the access of unauthorized persons to the interior and display the placard
shown in the IAEA "Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material" [2] on each the
two external walls and external rear wall.

The driver's cabin in both vehicles was shielded with lead sheets in order to ensure dose
rate to be lower than 20 (iSv/h for the maximum load; in addition, inside the enclosure was
established a clear distribution of the areas for packages of the different categories: the packages
belonging to the Category III Yellow, commonly Mo90-Tc99m generator, occupy a limited area in
the rear part of the vehicle, while the excepted packages and packages belonging to the Category
I White are situated closer to the driver's area

The enterprise's vehicles are used for delivering packages addressed to users located in the
capital of the country; 5 hospitals located within a radius of 250 km from Havana pick up their
products by themselves in Havana and for the rest of the users national air shipment are used.
Availability of an installation for the interim storage of packages The interim storage
installation of the enterprise began to operate in 1991, in an approximately 240 m2 area one-floor
building dedicated exclusively to this activity with the following distinctive facilities:

1. Room for the storage of unsealed sources, with floor and walls covered respectively with non-
absorbing and easily-to-decontaminate material and paint. Of all the installation, this room
occupies the biggest area and has induced ventilation through a unique exhaust system
without filters and designed for the in-transit and the interim storage of generators,
radiopharmaceuticals and others labelled compounds, the openings of the overpacks and the
consignment's preparation.

2. Room for package decontamination, with floor and walls also covered respectively with non-
absorbing and easily-to-decontaminate material. Divided into two sections, the room was
designed for events such as the reception of damaged packages. The first section of the room
has a table with washer and in the other one a fume hood is provided.

3. Access of personnel area, conducting to the above-mentioned rooms, conventionally
designed, with shower.
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4. Beside the unsealed sources storage room and directly conducting to it is located the area for
package reception and eventual decontamination of the transporting vehicle with polished
concrete floor, falling onto a central pipe run discharging to a retention system before passing
to the common sewage.

In addition, the installation has a room for the storage of sealed sources, with polished
cement floor, a concrete cast "in situ" 5x1x1 m hole and a 5 TM crane, designed to offer in-transit
and interim storage service for gammatherapy sources. Finally, it is provided an office room for
management control.

Working procedures The corresponding working procedures, required for the safe operation of
vehicles, was submitted to the Competent Authority in 1987. These procedures included the
reception of packages in the airport, its loading, carriage including in-transit storage, unloading
and reception at the final destination. The procedure also included emergency provisions in the
event of accidents or incidents during the transport of radioactive materials, programs for the
technical maintenance of vehicles and the control of its technical response, transport documents,
area monitoring and education and training of the personnel.

Dose rate and contamination monitoring For the practical implementation of the established
procedures, the enterprises ensured for each vehicle the use of one dose rate monitor and another
one for the surface contamination measurements.

Availability of a radiation protection officer In order to ensure safety during transport
operations, a radiation protection specialist was officially designated as radiation protection
officer of the enterprise to control the compliance with the working procedures and safety
measures during the operations, i.e. the use of personal dosimeters, the performance of the
necessary control and preventive monitoring of the vehicle and the storage etc.

Education and training of personnel The initial education and training of the personnel
participating in transport operations in 1987 was performed by the Competent Authority. The
education and training of personnel have been performed by the radiation protection officer in
connection with other national institutions offering periodical courses in the field of radiation
protection and service for specialized education of personnel.

3. Achieved results
Since 1987 the Competent Authority has been carrying out a compliance assurance program

that, in relation with the main importing/delivering enterprise of unsealed sources, shows the
following results:
• Inspections carried out by the Competent Authority show that no complex situation

concerning radiological protection had taken place during in-transit and interim storage of
package.

• It was observed a continuity in the activities developed by the two different enterprises due to
the transference of specialized personnel, facilities and techniques together with the
responsibility for the operations and the availability of working procedures that have been
improved in the light of the reached experience.
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• Although the transporting radioactive materials vehicles had been involved in accidents,
generally these accidents had happened with no radioactive materials inside. Due to an
accident it was necessary to discount a vehicle that fell from a 10 m high bridge with two
excepted packages inside that were not damaged as result of the event.

• No damaged packages has been received; in the external surfaces of the packages no presence
of radioactive substance exceeding the appropriate levels was observed.

• Neither one of the importing/delivering enterprises of unsealed sources has reached as carriers
an acceptable level in the development and implementation of a quality assurance program

• Assessment and periodical monitoring of radiation doses to persons demonstrate that non
relevant dose limits have been exceeded.

4. Perspective
A center specialized in the production of labelled compounds on the basis of imported

radioactive material began recently to operate in Havana, the Isotopes Center (CENTIS) is the
most relevant entity using unsealed sources in Cuba. Throughout an extensive licensing period it
was clearly demonstrated the existence of an efficient radiation protection management in the
installation and of highly qualified experts in this field that identify protection and safety as being
of the highest priority. At the present, a significant part of the users' needs are satisfied by
CENTIS products. This center is delivering by itself, according to the issued authorization,
products to users in the capital while for the rest ISOCOMER is the delivering enterprise.

In the near future it is foreseen that ISOCOMER will transfer to CENTIS its delivering
functions and will remain as the contracting party. Although the new transference could seem
quite complex, the Competent Authority is not against it, not only because of the demonstrated
managerial efficiency of the Radiation Protection Department in CENTIS, but also because of the
following:
• CENTIS productions are being prepared in Type A and excepted packages and now the

institution is seriously working on the organization and implementation of a quality assurance
program providing adequate confidence in relation with the design, manufacture, preparation,
consigning, loading, carriage including in-transit storage, unloading and reception at the final
destination of loads of radioactive materials and packages.

• For in-transit and interim storage of imported packages, in CENTIS facilities are available
with the similar technical conditions of the ones available in ISOCOMER, on the other hand,
the transference of techniques and working procedures are ensured.

5. Conclusions
The establishment of technical requirements to the operations of the main

importing/delivering enterprise of unsealed sources has allowed the Competent Authority to
influence directly, in approximately 80-90% of the transport operations, on the practical
compliance with the provisions of the regulations in force in the country. This, joined to the
compliance assurance program in execution by the Competent Authority, provide 11 years of
evidence that in Cuba the provisions of the regulations are met in practice and that an adequate
level of safety in transport of unsealed sources is reached
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